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Motivation
The accountability of the damages of natural disasters

• Natural (weather and climate) disasters are costly: floods, hurricanes, 
droughts, heatwaves, wildfires, storms

• Typical Challenges:
• Accurate definition, characterisation and measurement of the intensity of the hazard
• Delimitation of the affected areas and assets (and spatial resolution)
• Quantification of direct and (induced) indirect effects

• For policymaking purposes, it is critical to have accurate estimates of the 
economic damages caused by them

• Heatwaves:
• Delimited short spells of excessive heat
• Excessive heat causes a physical strain and cognitive disease causing their 

productivity to temporally decrease



Aim of the paper

• Quantify the costs of recent and relevant hot episodes in Europe 
using a bottom-up approach with a focus on spatio-temporal 
precision

• Estimate the associated economic consequences triggered by global 
warming



Our approach:
A three-step 
methodology

• A bottom-up, three-step approach often used in climate change impact 
assessment: from local impacts to macroeconomic effects

• Precise hazard definition and characterisation

• Spatially detailed affected areas and assets

• Accounting for direct and indirect impacts/costs: CGE model (inter/intra 
sectoral, regional adjustments)



Data and Methods
• (Hot) years analysed (spatially heterogeneous)

• 2003, 2010, 2015 and 2018
• All showing higher than average frequency of extreme heat events
• Heatwaves characterised using TX90 criterion

• Area of study
• Spatial basic unit: Regional level (NUTS-2)
• EU-28 + EFTA (274 NUTS Regions)

• Climate Data
• ERA5 0.1º (1981-2018) from Copernicus (C3S). Hourly data!
• CIESIN: Gridded Population of the World (GPW), v4) - Interpolated
• Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT)

• Biophysical impacts of heat
• Assumed average working day: 9-17h
• Physical work intensity (expressed as metabolic rate): high, med, low
• Indoor and Outdoor heat exposure (WBGTsun, WBGTshade)

• Economic Model
• Regional CGE model
• Direct and indirect effects





Biophysical impacts of heat
• (Top: left to right) Cumulative heat  in 2003, 2010, 

2015, 2018
• Wet Bulb Degree Days

• (Bottom) Workability function
• Different Exposure-response function for heat 

stress
• Economic sectors classified according to heat 

exposure and metabolic intensity (W)



Results (I):
Total GDP effects

• Comparative static analysis: GDP 
annual growth rate compared to 
benchmark

• Total losses: 0.35-0.50% (equivalent 
to 55-90bn euro)

• More vulnerable regions are more 
affected
• Higher exposure to heat and outdoor 

activities



Results (II):
Direct impacts identified only in outdoor activities...
...that trigger sizeable indirect effects in indoor sectors



Results (III):
Climate Change analysis

• Period analysed: 2035-2064

• Under RCP8.5 scenario (no mitigation 
scenario)…

• GDP losses will increase considerably 
if large emissions persist



Results (IV):
Climate Change regional analysis

• Dramatic consequences for 
vulnerable areas (weather and 
economic) areas



Concluding Remarks
Take-away messages and future work

• Take-away messages:
• Economic losses triggered by heatwaves crucially depend on the duration and intensity on 

the events
• Losses are proportional to the exposure (climatic, economic) of regions
• Events in the last two decades caused damages to GDP growth in the range 0.35-0.5%
• Losses are expected to increase notably if no mitigation/adaptation action
• More vulnerable regions will be relatively more affected

• Uses and applications:
• Accurate quantification of damages
• Design and assess occupational health adaptive policies

• Extension: Public Health costs
• Comprehensive estimate of the costs of heat
• Cascade effects of heat: Occupational cost injuries
• Heat increases Relative Risk of occupational injuries
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